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Binary input 6-fold KNX 10-230V AC/DC 212600

Gira
212600
4010337018834 EAN/GTIN

116,59 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

Binary input 6f. KNX 10-230V AC/DC 212600 bus system KNX, other bus systems without, mounting type REG, width in division units 2, with bus coupling, with LED display,
number of inputs 6, input voltage 10 ... 230V, type of input voltage AC/DC, Protection class (IP) IP20, KNX binary input 6-fold 10 - 230 V AC DC REG plus REG binary inputs
for connecting contacts. The switching processes of contacts (e.g. monitors or buttons) are converted into KNX telegrams. The inputs can be assigned to different functions or
blocked independently of one another. Signal display possible via yellow status LED. Features: Each input has the full range of functions. All channel-oriented functions can be
parameterized separately for each input. Actively sending telegrams from the inputs can be globally delayed after bus voltage return or after an ETS programming process.
Debounce time and telegram rate limitation can be configured. Free assignment of the functions switching, dimming, blinds, value transmitters and pulse counters to the inputs.
Blocking object for blocking individual inputs (polarity of the blocking object adjustable) for the functions switching, dimming, blinds and value transmitter. Behavior when bus
voltage returns can be parameterized separately for each input. Switching function: two independent switching objects available for each input (switching commands can be
parameterized individually), commands can be set independently for rising and falling edges (ON, OFF, TOGGLE, no reaction), independent cyclic sending of the switching
objects depending on the edge or depending on the object value selectable. Dimming function: Single-surface and dual-surface operation, time between dimming and switching
and dimming step width adjustable, telegram repetition and stop telegram sending possible. Blind function: command can be set on a rising edge (no function, UP, DOWN,
TOGGLE), operating concept can be parameterized (Step - Move - Step or Move - Step), time between short and long-term operation can be set (only with Step - Move - Step),
Slat adjustment time adjustable. Value transmitter function: Edge (button as make contact, push button as break contact, switch) and value at edge can be parameterized,
value adjustment for button via long key press for value transmitter possible, light scene extension with storage function also saving the scene without prior retrieval possible.
Pulse counter function: counting interval adjustable, edge (counting on rising edge, counting on falling edge, counting on rising and falling edge) can be parameterized, number
of required pulses at the input can be parameterized, number of required...
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a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
before any discounts (Source of gross list prices: Germany).
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